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YOUR PERSONALITY

Aware of your strength and your potential, you need to prove your achievements in what you can
do. You love performance; your pride is your engine. Rarely satisfied, your projects are carried
out with consistency, thoroughness, depth and determination. You act as if you have faith in what
you do. Even in cases of force majeure, you do not act against the crosscurrent of your beliefs. In
fact, you are one of those who are incarnated to build on the basis of their own ideas and
sometimes visionaries. Beyond the calm and cautious character that distinguishes you at first you
are much more nervous. Your magnetism and your aura are great and will rarely make you
indifferent. Your positions are frank and clear, and can sometimes arise reprobation so your
opinions are sometimes unqualified. Sure of your acts, you know how to use psychological
pressure to achieve your goals but you hate those who use blackmail against you. It is certain
that you will take action in this life; you will leave a mark and become a model or a precursor of
your time. Difficulties will affect the joints, all kinds of epidermal reactions; allergies may occur in
connection with anything that shakes your mind.
You like to commit and get involved and create strong and sustainable projects. You make sure
you surround yourself with competent people and you rely on established structures. Obstinate,
tenacious, not losing your grip easily, you can be an authoritarian leader, but you are also a
trusted and loyal person with a sense of responsibility. You have a real ability to adapt even when
a situation is upsetting your natural reserve. You have a propensity to be part of an elite. You do
not like the vulgar. You pass your knowledge on in a practical way. You need to realize things
concretely and this, qualitatively. You are definitely a parent who is able to provide help and
support to your offspring. You may find yourself in conflict with authority of any kind, and
especially your family. Looking constantly to control everything, you find it hard to ignore your
mind You want your arguments to be based on the solid, because you really cannot stand the
idea that you may be caught out. You have built a barricade that allows you to keep intruders
away and above all protect you from questions relating to your natural authority. You want respect
and you cannot stand anyone doubting you. Blessed with a strong sexuality, you can also, if
you're a man, be a little misogynistic.

YOUR DEEPEST ASPIRATIONS

Your deep desire is to go where your inspiration takes you. You know how to see the positive in
every situation. Everything is based on your evolution. Friends and family can count on you
because you are sincere and faithful. For this reason, you attract interesting and spiritually
advanced people who often share common values. Some of them will play a beneficial role in
your career. The ego is developed at home but over time, you'll find a balance and you enroll in a
class action. An emotional deprivation has been experienced during childhood, thus you are both
independent, very committed to your freedom, but also eager to find love, tenderness, warmth
and comfort. You probably have developed ambivalent feelings with your parents, love for your
mother, jealousy and/or resentment towards your father with the will take his place. So, in the
future, you could have a relationship with someone with an age difference. Your view of the world
leads you to live as harmoniously as possible with nature and its elements. You may engage in
movements that go in this direction (ecology, naturism ...). The momentum of your soul also leads
you to love travel, often accompanied by friends. Sometimes the Oedipus complex can be
towards a brother or sister.
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You are blessed with good listening skills. Blessed with a childlike, poet's and dreamer's mind,
you also have an artistic side (often music). You can also be fussy, moody and demanding. You
are sometimes too focused on the opinions of those around you. Loyal to your friends and your
family (yours or one you've blended into), you like to create a calm atmosphere that mainly
benefits those around you. Above all, you appreciate anything you find in your familiar
environment. You often ask for advice, but paradoxically, you do not always take any notice of it.
This means you use it to reassure yourself with regard to what you do, just to get an opinion. You
also encounter difficulties when it comes to making choices. You love children and animals. Often
a slave to your obligations, your family/professional circle, you need to empower yourself. Your
sexuality can sometimes be twofold or ambiguous. You are a charmer and charming but sooner
or later you must stop believing in fairy tales.

YOUR POTENTIAL

Specifically, you display a real ambition to match the esteem you have of your abilities. Powered
by a model to follow your principle, you naturally flow from what you feel is your duty. You are
also able to not express everything that you feel, as if you have a superior reason to accept in
silence. Generous, you are not less selective in your activities, leaving aside anything that you
feel insignificant and mediocre. Attention to progress, you constantly improve your projects to the
point of no longer having the energy to manage your emotional life, which can often be tense.
Moreover, your social and professional activity will be characterized by a transformation,
sometimes sudden and unpredictable, where complications related to the law, impediments
manifest themselves. You can also expect windfall. Thanks to your tenacity and your mind,
success will be down the road, bringing also a material and financial stability. In all cases, your
financial balance helps your emotional balance, any difficulties in this area will be hard felt. You
should act with prudence in your investment, not spending beyond your limits, learn to manage.

YOUR FAMILY BACKGROUND

In this part of the analysis, when we talk about a mother or father, we are talking about the person
who actually held this role for you.
During her pregnancy, your mother is likely to have felt lonely. She felt as if she couldn't rely on
anyone. Moreover, it is quite possible that this pregnancy was a surprise (pleasant or not) for her.
There is an unexpected context. This will result in a very advanced life instinct in you leading you
to dread the existence of a succession of challenges. You will probably have an awkward
relationship with your father (or to the person who took on his role), not knowing where you
belong. If you are a father yourself, be sure to trust in your child, and develop his/her selfconfidence according to his/her age and capacities. Allow him/her to express him/herself , as far
as opposing your authority, under certain circumstances. Being too demanding would trigger off
many fears within him/her, which would hinder his/her development.
Your sensitivity is due to resentment, heart ailments, emotional difficulties and grievances of your
mother. A child, your subconscious is marked by expression of the maternal psyche that you
sometimes struggle to defeat you, especially if the mother does not find the recognition she needs
in her family environment (such as "With everything I've done for you!"). A transfer was made on
you, you impose a certain emotional charge, even guilt. Adult, you seek to maintain harmony in
your marriage because conflicts disturb you, your emotional stability is very dependent on that of
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your partner. So to avoid hassle, you are silent when things that are important to you should be
said. The upside is that you show great sensitivity and a genuine ability to listen.
Your father is voluble, an enjoyer of life, attached to his independence and freedom, often
original, innovative, but also "parochial" in some ways. It is not always easy to rely on him. You
still want to be like him.

YOUR TEMPERAMENT

You act with determination.
You give the impression you collaborate, you join associations easily. You have intuition. You
know how to manage people. You are direct and act frankly. There is in you a joy of life people
love to watch. Yet, what is hidden behind this mask? Of course, some joy, but also any feeling of
too much, of being fed up? You shut yourself up in a sharp silence every time you disagree. You
exhale harmony in your behaviour, in whatever you do. When facing the unexpected, you tend to
react slowly. You need to find a strong, whole, unbiased answer. You also sometimes react
according to the group's sake.

YOUR EXPRESSION

You are quick to respond when faced with situations where reasoning is required. Your mental
activity is lively, alert; often underpinned by the need to confront yourself, to prove yourself. A
man (a father, a partner etc) can represent both an example and a challenge through these
intellectual abilities.
You are hypersensitive. You want to surround your family with a deep and true affection but are
always afraid of being misunderstood. Family is your main focus of attention. You try to find
fulfilment through harmonious and balanced sensations. Love should not be a source of conflict.
You enjoy being involved in complex emotional relationships. Sometimes hidden love, the
secrecy surrounding your liaisons may leave a deep impression and have a significant impact on
your life. Often you will need to get away from the loved one, the relationship may become
impossible. You will, however, be sensitive to many marks of attention. If not daily, you like above
all to please and give. You have difficulty with your body if you cannot shape it to your ideal. All
exercises are a pretext to search for the aesthetic, plastic beauty.
What an odd situation that one! On the one hand, you are able to perceive, to guess, to probe,
and on the other, you refute these predispositions. Cruel dilemma. Especially since the
messages, the meanings of these intuitions remain equivocal. However, use this potential
financially where your inspirations are usually based.
You are first and foremost a creative soul. Whatever your mode of expression, you always have
this need to create. In fact, your creativity is often expressed through challenges. Human
adventures inspire you as well as speed and everything that requires innovation and originality.
You are fond of giving yourself moments of relaxation, meditation, because it is in the withdrawal
into yourself, even the power of prayer, that you find your balance and ways to find greater
stability.
You'll stand back and direct your life differently after you become aware that you are not being
judged at your true value. You may also be a victim of theft.
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YOUR MAIN QUALITIES

First of all, you have a strong personality and are usually very positive. You are entreprising,
direct, at ease as soon as initiatives must be taken. Furthermore, this yearning of committing
yourself is particularly blatant as soon as change is in the air and an opportunity to root out a
certain routine is offered to you.
You adapt yourself easily. You are appreciated for your sense of dialogue, of sharing. You are
sensitive. However, you find it easier to cooperate whenever the situation includes contract,
whatever it may deal with (work, marriage, loan...).
You are sociable by nature. People appreciate you, even more, they look forward to your
company. You make friends easily. You are clever, creative, sometimes gifted in arts.
Furthermore, your creativity stems from an intense inner reflexion. Others will only be able to
know the bits and pieces of your inner garden you have unveiled through your expressivity.
You are so loyal that people trust you easily. Sometimes your skills for method and organisation
are appreciated. You often like order. However, your way of being is very personal, and not quite
tidy. You are sometimes stubborn, you like to be the one who decides how you will get organised
and work.
You are prompted to explore, to push limits and to discover. Enjoy your freedom and your rich
and diverse experiences! You really have a constant craving for new experiences, new
adventures, always pursuing freedom. No bounds, no ties, towards the exaltation of all your
senses, in order to experiment very diverse situations.
You will nevertheless be tested on your skills for listening, for responsibilities. This is the
challenge of number 6. In fact, calm and peace are very important to you, at home or at work.
You wish to share responsibilities and to work towards more harmony with your partner.
You are mostly calm and quiet. You prove to be methodical. You take time to think things over, to
take a step back, avoiding problems. You often have too strong a faith in whatever you deem is
true. In addition, you 'd love to share your inner space with your partner as long as he/she keeps
the secret. You have faith in certain things but, except for your trust in worthy friends, you don't
like to expose your ideas to everybody.
You care for others. People like you, because you prove to be able to understand and love
others, to take care of them and comfort them. Subconsciously, you know right from wrong. The
impulses of your heart are turned towards your partner. With him/her you would appreciate to
share a common ideal. You love to be nice in your associations.

YOUR MAIN DIFFICULTIES

Your relationship with money and power is very different from the norm. This is why you might live
situations in which your way of considering things will not be understood. Be careful!
In fact, there is need to overcome a tendency to not dare to confirm your ambition, to think that
this is impossible. This doubt, this hindrance comes from the influence of bad-intentioned people,
often from childhood. A form of sadism, of destructive behaviour (pressure, blackmail, guilt etc)
left and perhaps left their mark on you. These pressures can also be exercised by any
established authority (police, justice etc). It is recommended that you identify these people and
machines that exercise them, understand why adults are always there and step back and take the
necessary steps to avoid these situations. From now on, achievement and success become
possible, if you show yourself to be determined, courageous and persistent, and avoid the
reproduction of these rather destructive patterns. all this also has also pushed you to go to the
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extreme, any support at all willing to bring you to reach your limits. This is masochism and you
should find the resources to free yourself from it.
Surgery and/or risk of falls, accidents are likely to punctuate your existence especially during
cycles and achievements 8. Therefore caution is called for. During these periods, your financial
stability is marked by ups and downs (money coming in, big spending, difficulty in distributing
money, inheritance too). Be careful to exercise caution without becoming paranoid. Fortunately,
you also get real support and protection in all these areas which allows you to favourably
welcome back all these situations.

YOUR SOCIAL IMAGE

The following analysis concerns the influence of your current name Verne with your personality,
especially regarding your social relationships. In some cases, these will come into conflict with
your deeper nature. They then cause an inner duality.
Somewhat rebel against norms and routine, you are mobile, available, ready for any challenge.
You need action or else you feel very limited. You now wish to let free your humanist nature, by
helping other people and beaming out the best in you. The first social image you give of yourself
is that of a free, self reliant person, ready to explore new ways of life.

YOUR PREDISPOSITION

Given the above analysis, we will now carry out a synthesis of all these different influences. Firstly
you are one of those people who has an expressive, inspired and imaginative personality. You
prefer an intense relational life. You love words and all types of expression. Your nature
sometimes makes you impatient and extravagant.
You are driven by a natural curiosity and you're very good at teaching, communicating and
passing things on. You have a great capacity for research. You are attracted by everything
related to training (yours and that of others). You are sometimes disconcerting because you
easily alternate between silence and pomposity. Your ambivalent nature forces you to constantly
choose between conformity and originality. You're an elitist who seeks to surround themselves
with people in line with your aspirations. Often absorbed by your ideas and your goals, you tend
to forget your loved ones. The latter will not fail to remind you or even blame you. You are
attracted by faraway destinations. You are blessed with a sporty and competitive mind. You have
everything you need to fight for and put a lot of yourself into your projects, which sometimes leads
you to face problems with the law and/or hierarchy. You may also have an admiration for a
brother or a person you consider as such. You are animated by a deep faith, but you still need
hard evidence and certainties. You like to broaden your fields of expertise and your knowledge.
Education is preferred as is everything that relates to journalism and speech. You are often
weighed down by your convictions and your beliefs, and to convince others, you can become a
great presenter. Be careful not to be too caustic vis-à-vis what you dislike, especially when you
feel challenged. Sudden changes in academic and vocational pathways are to be feared. You are
very attached to the basic education of your offspring. You can be passionate about good books.
You find it difficult to carry out long term relationships, be it in love or in business matters. If your
projects need collaboration, you 'd better choose a partner who is willing to 'play second fiddle'.
You are perfectly able to collaborate, be it in professional or in heart matters. You are excellent at
facing up professional responsibilities. You love to move about, to go places, to live new diverse
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experiences, and yet you are hard working. You love your family life and its responsibilities, yet
you long to move around, living varied experiences and going out. This strong desire often keeps
you away from home. You like to think things over before you make any decision. You are either
not materialistic enough or too materialistic. You must find a balance.

YOUR LIFE PATH

Since your birth, the path you have chosen shows that you will accomplish beautiful things in this
existence for you have the potential to do so. You will be inspired, and your own magnetism will
help along.
Your creative power is a at best when you feel deeply connected with the sacred essence of life.
This will occur increasingly, according to your cooperative abilities and your honesty. You will be
given the keys to your potential through the obstacles that life will present you. You pay too much
attention to what other people think of you. You are not always aware of the consequences of
your acts: justice courts may have to remind you this aspect! You first have to find trust and
balance. You can help others, but your competition spirit is too developed. Your feeling inferior,
unsecure, makes you look shy at first glance. There is a lot of duality within you. Then once you
have overcome these difficulties, you become inspired and you access the source of creative
energy. What will you do with it? Probably powerful realisations, if you are able to let go of the
pressure generated by different addictions. Through your creations, you have the power to
brighten things up, to teach, and eventually to be free. Deep within you, you are conscious of your
destiny. You do have a true power of attraction. You are remarkable at producing efforts so as to
reach you goals. Your loyalty and your truthfulness are appreciated. Your creations are very
special. The Spirit is guiding you. Once adult, you will still feel hindered and oppressed by the
negative prints of your childhood ( abuse, family conflicts...). This may explain the strict, adamant
and rebelious side of your personality.
Your life path is strongly colored by other aspects. Your path will bring you to develop your
potential so as to cooperate. Your inner wealth will lead you to support, help and take
responsibility for others. Yet, be careful to avoid dependence and submission. You must srtrike a
balance between doing too much and not enough. You must prove able to say no, to set the limits
between what is a chore and what is a pleasure. You always weigh the pros and cons, because
balance represents a goal for you. You should then let your analysis and urge for order on the
side. Don't drown in petty details. You can rely on your intuition, your inner strength and your
sensitivity to bring love and support, without believing you are responsible for the whole wild
world. Eventually, you will have to assess every situation with insight, and not strive after solving
other people's issues, unless you deeply feels he/she needs it. You clearly have the ability to find
a balance which fulfills your family, your social and professional life. Through intuition, you will be
able to solve difficulties, address problems and eventually share your capacity for inner peace.
Your social achievement and personal development will overcome a subtle balance between the
emotional and the intellectual since you find it hard to separate your personal and professional
lives. You will blossom when you put your heart into it and when your efforts at work are (finally)
acknowledged. You will overcome your indecision in order to facilitate your success and finally
get real stability in your activity. Deeply influenced by the relationship with your mother, this will
be your opportunity to consider how your attitudes and your behaviour enable you to receive this
affection that you expect in return or not. To achieve this, life will give you good reason to change
your priorities.
You have a tremendous energy, which can sometimes become aggressive. You can find the right
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pace to come to terms with obstacles. This ability has its own challenge present in the central part
of life: Other aspects point out that you face many difficulties in coming to terms with your
professional carreer.
During this life, you plan to be self-reliant, self-confident, go ahead and be successful without
being too adamant. Another lesson will deal with your ability to take a step back, to think things
over, to let them ripen. But be real!

YOUR RELATIONS

The quality of your relationships depends in large part on your mind. You have a sentimental side
but more often than not it is repressed; intellectual considerations take over. In addition, you value
your independence and do not really like participating in meetings that you have not chosen
yourself beforehand. That said you are looking for support and as long as you believe in yourself,
your power of attraction is great. It may also be that you don't meet anyone, obsessed with a
project or work.
Sexually, you may feel the need to frequently take pleasure because of the energy within you.
However, the quality of your communication is largely dependent on your balance in everyday life.
You need to feel secure, confident to shine in this area and also to allow your partner to enjoy a
rich and intense experience.

YOUR KARMIC DEBTS

First, you may distinguish aspects of your existence where it will be necessary to put in a
particular effort during several years. Th the end, it is always favorable as soon as you have taken
conscience of the problem, and that you fully stand for it. First of all, many persons are like
yourself. It's the thirst of power, of authority, of social status, or on the opposite, totally denying to
stand up for them. It is necessary to know how to go about with this, that means to find a balance
between giving everything up, or keeping everything for you. Living socially together, without
fueling power conflicts, nor cultivating the taste of power. Accept differences!
Facing difficulties, you act so that others are able to rely on you.
When faced with everyday problems, you tend to display your originality. Your best friends are
your ideas, your creativity.
In second place, you must expect breakdowns. These moments are difficult to determine. Often
they are short but very tough to live through.For instance, the brutal loss of a person you love, the
treachery of a friend, a project that crumbles, the departure of a spouse... Numerology enables
you to determine to what old pattern this consequence corresponds.
Here is the main karmic debt you have chosen to erase.
You have a dent to pay in terms of your work. Yet it is past, you could not answer this before
certain tasks, you do not wish to assume. Suddenly, you are asked to work with rigour,
consistency and thoroughness. Otherwise, there is a risk of conflict relating to all your
commitments. It is at this price, that you will come to the end of this karma. In some cases, this
may indicate a fear of death and all matters pertaining thereto. Today, you have now a lingering
feeling of guilt and the feeling of owing something to another.

YOUR CHALLENGES
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Your main challenge indicates that you must learn to channel your strength and your willingness
in such a way as to avoid the excesses of accumulating, possessing, and manipulating. In short, it
is about becoming aware of your power and your ability to overcome difficult situations. You must
find the strength to accept the great opportunities that life presents to you, especially if they fall
outside of the scope of your habits, your expectations and your familiar surroundings. In other
words: overcome fear of the unknown. As a child, you tended to want to accumulate, possess, be
the leader of the group. Some friends may have found you pretentious.
For you, this major challenge is mainly characterized by the need not to give in to your
impulsiveness and excesses of any kind. You will find yourself in the middle of the watch, torn
between rival aspirations. Finally you will be your own opponent. Will you refuse this fight against
yourself? You would only be maintaining a form of sadomasochism. It is up to you to grasp the
great opportunity of this new direction in order not to stay at the crossroads and to finally realize
your thwarted dreams.
Until you are 40 or so, You take on another challenge that will show itself through your critical
mind, your demands or your intransigence on certain occasions in relation to others and
especially your family. You must demonstrate the ability to appear as you are, without hiding your
weaknesses; agree to serve selflessly and not systematically to find the approval of others with
respect to your actions. This challenge raises awareness of the consequences inherent to the
commitments made. During childhood, the circumstances of life meant you had to find your place.
You missed benchmarks.
This first minor challenge is defined by the need to overcome your indecisiveness faced with
situations that will not fail to arise (lack of support from loved ones, necessary adaptation to a new
environment, etc). This is to get rid of the childishness in how you operate, to be more flexible
with respect to some of your well-established principles of life without which life you shall have to
position yourself in a more nuanced way instead of "it should be done like this and not like that". If
your partner cannot satisfy your need for stability and harmony, blockages will occur casing a
form of inhibition, frigidity in your relationships.
Over 40, you will face a new challenge. Now, you tend to assert your point of view and to justify
your own initiatives without taking the time to listen to others. You must find a way to collaborate
without imposing yourself. It is also about adapting to the events and unexpected circumstances
that may occur suddenly during this period.

YOUR FIRST CYCLE

Until the age of 25, here is the climate of your life: it is often a sign of marriage, cohabitation
before the end of the cycle. As a child, the influence of the mother or a woman is important. You
are sensitive, often dreamy, and your growth depends heavily on the family climate, tenderness
received or not. You need stable and protective markings around you. Later, you might plunge
back into the memories of that time. You feel very attached to your mother or the woman taking
that role in your life. A special bond unites you. For her, your commitment is total. You have rich
relationships. Friendship is present and the partnerships that arise are beneficial.
This period is put into perspective with what you assume, namely your first realization that will
expire in 1862, at the age of 34. During this, you highlight strong intellectual capabilities when it
comes to moving forward, to developing and fulfilling projects. As a child, you are quite quickly left
to your own devices. Whatever your history with him, the father occupies a prominent place in
your development.
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YOUR SECOND CYCLE

Between 26 (1854) and 52 years old (1880), The climate changes: this time, the context is perfect
for socioprofessional accomplishment even if it requires a lot of willpower, fighting spirit and
courage. The vagaries of life have implications on the internal balance. Acquisitions, property,
personal and social affairs take an important place. You need to show that you have great
tenacity and not give up to succeed. Success will be provided on the sole condition of redoubling
your efforts and not letting go. Voou have a tenancy to be dramatic. All or nothing can be your
motto. You need to find ways to experience your sexuality more harmoniously.
During this second cycle, you enter a new period of achievement. Between 1862 and 1871 years
old, it is synonymous with dedication to a task, sometimes a humanitarian or social mission or
even an activity related to education, humanities, writing and/or business. In all cases, you show
interest in others. You open up and develop cutting-edge capabilities. Evolution is high on the
artistic and/or spiritual plan. There may also be contacts with the foreign (meeting people and/or
moves). The vibration predisposes you to perceiving others' moods and emotional imbalances to
the point of taking them upon yourself. Your sensitivity can become hypersensitivity. Your feelings
are strong. It is necessary to find ways to keep a balance in these areas.
Over 1871 until the age of 1880, your third achievement becomes synonymous of renewal in
terms of ideas and activities. Your lifestyle may change thanks to your initiatives. Professional
projects are favored as well as the affirmation of your abilities. The advice is to stay measured in
your endeavors. However you also feel tense, or frustrated during this period. Life does not spare
you (loneliness possible, emotional and socioprofessional difficulties). You are forced to take the
lead, to undertake new approaches. Fortunately, you know how to analyze and your reflection will
enable a gradual improvement.

YOUR LAST CYCLE

The last period of your achievement begins in 1880, at the age of 52 years. Finally, rather
harmonious relationships and achievements are on the programmed, either through a pleasant
retirement or in a still active social context. Opportunities arise to travel, to expand your relational
circle and/or to simply have a good time. If you participate in an art, you can do so in satisfactory
conditions.
A new context change begins from your 53 years, i.e. in 1881: The time for rest, complete
sedentarity is not is not straight away because here you are still very involved. This is sometimes
the reward for the efforts you put in during the previous cycle whether it be gains or recognition. In
all cases, new commitments, responsibilities fall to you. Alertness remains important.
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Job guidance
You need a job according to your ambitions and to your capacities. You have the means to
undertake and manage important projects. You are able to be both down-to-earth and abstract. In
fact, although you are very tensed, you feel ready to build solidly.
Meanwhile your life path is that of friendship, associations, understanding, conviviality. It requires
you to cooperate, to take the views of others into account, not to dominate but rather to help and
support, be a comfort. It requires diplomacy, the ability to be attentive, available. Look for jobs
which are creative and inventive by definition. Occupations forming a large part of circles of
influence, relationships, are also preferred. Ideally the occupation should leave you free for your
movements while allowing you to give to others. Basically you are both individualistic and
altruistic. The money, the plenty will be waiting for you when you serve the common good in one
way or another. You will also need to exercise patience and temper your impulsiveness in your
youth. Your personality often makes it difficult when it comes to adapting to these life situations.
You tend to act efficiently, but not always in a moderate way. You are able to put an armour on
and head for the fight.
Deep within yourself, you yearn to join a friendly and dynamic team, where human relationships
are emphasized and you can drive some innovative projects.
Here are some fields of activities where opportunities may come about for you. This doesn't mean
you necessarily love these jobs, but they 're adapted to your abilities. Therefore, see in what way
they can meet your desires : careers in science (astronomy, physics, research etc), technical
careers involving new technologies (IT, electronics, telecommunications, sound etc), but also
education, entertainment and parallel sciences linked to esoteric knowledge.
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Health
Warning: this medical module of numerology cannot substitute the real diagnosis that a doctor is
entitled to do.
Your expression is conducive to troubles concerning the teeth, the bones and the joints.
Moreover, you are usually very nervous. This can eventually drive you to suffer from
psychological problems.
Know that your powerful energetic field is an asset. However, you need a mental and physical
activity that allows abundant energy to flow through you. Otherwise, digestive problems, a
tendency towards obesity, back and/or genitalia problems may occur. You prefer massages,
visualization, positive thinking, acupuncture, tailored nutritional programmes etc. Avoid drugs,
tobacco and alcohol because of your tendency to become addicted. Don't forget to make time
during the day to practice a regular physical activity.
Certain events in your life are likely to entail digestion problems, as well as a state of permanent
anger.
In your case, I insist, you have trouble with digestion and food. You are allergic to certain food,
you may have a trend to overweight or to diabetes . Moreover, lazy kidneys entail problems with
veins.
Especially if this has already been mentioned above, be particularly careful regarding the lumbar
area (risk of slipped disc), but also whatever deals with allergies , eczema, sweat, the veins, the
throat, the bladder and a possible overweight.
Your nails are striated, you lack mineral salts, you are extremely nervous; Make sure you keep an
eye on your nose... on your arms, shoulders, intestine and respiratory system. Any time you are
upset in your sentimental or social life, your relationship with food is at stake. Have your feet
checked up. Your body needs more sport practice. Your body has exceptional enduring
capacities . Yet, be sure to pay attention to your back, your vertebras and your teeth. Your
stomach is weak. To a lesser degree, make sure your body has enough oligo elements. See that
you don't cut nor burn yourself. To finish with, this analysis reveals an excellent vitality, especially
if you are on a seashore. But your sleep and your throat remain weak.
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